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How we see responsibility
Through our economic success and competitive international
presence, we create value for our shareholders, our clients, our
employees and society at large while upholding stringent
environmental and social norms to support a sustainable future.
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We believe that our responsibility extends beyond our core
business. Therefore, we invest in the societies in which we
operate – and thus in our own future. We build social capital
by supporting talents to reach their full potential and by
enabling communities and economies to prosper. Employee
engagement
and public
advocacy maximize
our impact.
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March

January

Unlocking
environmental
capital
Launch of the Green Bond
Principles supported
and co-developed by
Deutsche Bank.

Women in
European
Business
More than 270 female
executives from 16 countries
meet at the 15th Women
in European Business
conference in Frankfurt.
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Risk Culture
Introduction of the new risk
culture training Tone from
the Top, to emphasize that
managers must set a good
example.
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Soft
Commodities
Compact

Agri-Forum

25 Years of
Partnership

February

Deutsche Bank signs the
Banking Environment
Initiative‘s (BEI) Soft
Commodities Compact,
which aims to transform soft
commodity supply chains
and help to achieve zero net
deforestation by 2020.

April

Co-CEO Jürgen Fitschen
hosts the first Deutsche Bank
Agri-Forum to discuss
agricultural futures
markets and food supply.

June

Deutsche Bank and the
Berliner Philharmoniker
celebrate the 25th
anniversary of their
partnership at the
festival at the Culture
Forum in Berlin
which attracts more
than 10,000 visitors.
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Carbon
Pricing

July

Carbon
neutrality
Decision to purchase
project-related Verified
Emission Reduction units to
maintain Deutsche Bank’s
commitment to carbonneutral operations.

November

We join more than
1,000 businesses in support
of the World Bank’s Putting
a Price on Carbon campaign.
Companies pledge to work
with governments towards
the objective of a carbon
price applied throughout the
global economy.

Urban Age
The Deutsche Bank Urban
Age Award receives
135 applications from the
wider Delhi area, and two
local waste management
initiatives are recognized
with US $50,000 each.
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Born to Be

Meeting
investors

Recognizing
responsibility

Socially responsible
investors question us
on our sustainability
approach at our
SRI Roadshow in Paris
and London.

For the fourth time Deutsche
Asset & Wealth Management
along with the media group
M. DuMont Schauberg
award the Deutsche
Investorenpreis for
responsible management
to the reinsurance company
Munich RE.

August

After the successful launch in
the UK in 2013, we roll out our
Born to Be youth engagement
program in Asia, the US,
South Africa, Germany and
Europe.

October

December
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About Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank is a leading global universal bank, with
businesses encompassing a wide range of products
and services in investment, corporate and retail
banking as well as in asset and wealth management.
Deutsche Bank is the leader among private banks in
its home market, Germany, and enjoys an outstanding
position in Europe. Furthermore, it has a strong
competitive position in North America as well as in
key emerging markets, particularly in Asia.

71
countries

98,138
employees

2014 was the third year of the delivery of
Strategy 2015+, Deutsche Bank’s strategic program
launched in 2012. The Bank made significant
progress towards a number of its strategic
aspirations in 2014, most notably strengthening
its capital. In 2014, Deutsche Bank continued to
focus on consolidating its unique global platform
and home market position, further leveraging the
integrated performance of its full-service banking
model, building capital strength, achieving
operational excellence and cost eﬃciency, and
placing the Bank at the forefront of cultural change
in the banking industry.
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Corporate Profile
Deutsche Bank comprises five corporate divisions:
Corporate Banking & Securities (CB&S), Private & Business
Clients (PBC), Global Transaction Banking (GTB),
Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management (Deutsche AWM)
and the Non-Core Operations Unit (NCOU).

Corporate Banking &
Securities

Private &
Business Clients

Global Transaction
Banking

CB&S comprises the Markets and the
Corporate Finance Business Divisions.
The Markets Business Division combines the sales, trading and structuring
of a wide range of financial market
products, including bonds, equities
and equity-linked products, exchangetraded and over-the-counter derivatives, foreign exchange, money market
instruments and securitized instruments.

PBC provides banking and other financial

GTB provides commercial banking
products and services for both
corporates and financial institutions
worldwide, including domestic and
cross-border payments, risk management and financing of international
trade as well as trust, agency, depositary, custody and related services.

Corporate Finance is responsible for
mergers and acquisitions, as well as
debt and equity advisory and origination.
Regional and industry-focused teams
ensure the delivery of the entire range of
financial products and services to the
bank’s clients.

Deutsche Bank’s home market,
Germany, with a franchise in Italy,
Spain, Belgium, Portugal, Poland
and India. In China, PBC cooperates
closely with Hua Xia Bank in
which it holds a 19.99% stake and
is its second largest shareholder.

services to private customers, selfemployed clients as well as small and
medium-sized businesses both in
Germany and internationally. PBC’s
product range includes payment
and current account services, investment management and retirement
planning, securities, deposits and loans.
PBC is the leading retail bank in

Deutsche Asset &
Non-Core
Wealth Management Operations Unit
Deutsche AWM helps individuals and
institutions worldwide to protect and
grow their wealth, oﬀering traditional
active, passive and alternative investments across all major asset classes.
Deutsche AWM also provides customized wealth management solutions
and private banking services to high
net worth and ultra high net worth
individuals and family oﬃces.

The objectives of the NCOU are to free
up capital, reduce the balance sheet
and protect shareholder value by
reducing risks from non-core assets,
liabilities and business activities.
Ensuring transparency as well as strict
capital and balance sheet management are critical success factors for
Deutsche Bank in light of the continually evolving regulatory environment.

Infrastructure and
Regional Management
The Infrastructure functions comprise
departments such as Finance, Legal,
Compliance, Group Audit, Risk,
Communications, Corporate Social
Responsibility & Public Aﬀairs, Human
Resources, Group Technology and
Operations, Group Strategy, Corporate
Insurance and DB Research. These
units support the Management Board
through their strategy, risk management and control functions.
Regional Management covers regional
responsibilities worldwide and
represents regional interests at the
Group level.
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Strategy 2015+
Strategy 2015+ reflects Deutsche Bank’s dedication
to high performance and responsibility. In 2014,
Deutsche Bank again reinforced its commitment to
its full-service banking model, home market and
global presence. Five elements are key to delivering
Strategy 2015+:

Clients

Competencies

Capital

Our clients are at the center of
everything we do. Only by
providing sustainable benefits for
them can we create sustainable
value for our shareholders. We focus
on our home market, Germany,
the Asia Pacific region and the
Americas.

Our business is founded on the best
people, best processes and consistent improvement. We provide
high-quality advice and first-class
service with absolute integrity
and teamwork, including close
collaboration across our corporate
divisions and central functions.

We are committed to further
strengthening our capital ratios, also
by reducing risk-weighted assets,
in order to establish a strong capital
base and rigorous risk-adjusted
capital allocation. Thereby we
contribute to making the financial
system more stable and secure.

Costs

Culture

We pursue disciplined cost management and promote consistent
productivity gains by building
outstanding infrastructure functions
and eliminating duplication and
organizational complexity.

We aim to be at the forefront of
cultural change in our industry.
We recognize the need for profound
cultural change that places client
relationships and integrity at the
heart of all our initiatives. Creating
incentives for sustainable performance helps us to live a culture
that reflects society’s values and
benefits all stakeholders.

Deutsche Bank
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Anshu Jain and Jürgen Fitschen
Co-Chairmen of the Management Board

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Deutsche Bank’s commitment to our stakeholders is a fundamental part
of who we are. In whatever business we do, wherever we do it, we aim
to serve our clients, our people, our investors, and society, whilst supporting
the communities in which we serve and sustaining the environment in
which we all live. In 2014, we made significant progress in bringing this
commitment to life. We have already articulated values and beliefs which
define the type of institution we aspire to be. In 2014, we continued to
embed those values, and those beliefs, into every aspect of our activity.
First and foremost among our values is integrity. During 2014,
Deutsche Bank, like other leading banks, continued to work through
litigation matters which arose because, in the past, instances occurred
within Deutsche Bank where conduct fell short of what our stakeholders
expect of us and what we expect of ourselves. In response, we continued
to safeguard our organization against future problems by investing in
our “Three Lines of Defense”: our businesses, our control functions, and
Group Audit. We have added around 700 people to strengthen controls
in our business divisions, and we have further strengthened systems and
internal controls during 2014.
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Additionally, we further reinforced corporate governance. We strengthened
our Management Board with outstanding leadership talent both from
within the Bank and from the industry. We focused the responsibilities of
Management Board members specifically around high-priority issues:
litigation and other legal matters; strategy and organizational development,
and digitization. Furthermore, we made key appointments to the Group
Executive Committee which underline our commitment to strategy,
compliance and regulatory aﬀairs. Our 2014 Financial Report contains
more details on this topic. Adherence to our values has become an
important consideration in the way we assess, pay and promote our
people. We underlined our belief that diverse teams make better decisions:
since the financial crisis we have increased the number of women at senior
levels by over 50%.
Our values determine the business we do. In 2014, we demonstrated our
willingness to decline transactions or relationships which did not fit with
our values, and to avoid marketing products to clients for whom they
were not suitable. We continued to scrutinize rigorously the potential
impact of business we do on the environment and the community. In 2014,
we assessed over 1,200 potential transactions using our Environmental
and Social Risk Framework, an increase of nearly 70% over 2013, and
underlining our commitment to the U N Global Compact, of which we
are signatories. We enacted clear guidelines on financial transactions
connected to activities at or near UNESCO World Heritage Sites. Additionally,
we joined a consortium of financial institutions to develop common
principles for the issuing of Green Bonds which raise money to finance
environmentally-friendly business initiatives. Deutsche A W M launched
a consistent approach to environmental, social and governance criteria
which enables us to help clients invest according to clear ethical standards.
We design these strategies in close cooperation with clients.
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Our commitment to our communities reaches beyond our banking activities.
We also take direct action to help young people who, in many countries,
currently face the future without employment, education or prospects. In
2014, Deutsche Bank staﬀ devoted around 190,000 hours of their time
to a wide range of corporate volunteering activities, and these included
projects which help young people build the skills and confidence to fulfill
their potential. We rolled-out our Born to Be program across Europe, the
U S, Asia and Africa, and in total our youth education programs reached
more than 1 million young people worldwide. We expanded our Enabling
Enterprise programs, working in partnership with charities and public sector
bodies on a variety of projects which contribute to social and economic
well-being in disadvantaged parts of the world.
These are just a few examples of how Deutsche Bank turned corporate
responsibility into action during 2014. In this report, you will find more
on how Deutsche Bank is contributing to a sustainable future for all our
stakeholders. We are grateful for the eﬀorts of our staﬀ during the year,
and we are proud of what they achieved. We look forward to building on
these eﬀorts in 2015.
We hope you find this report interesting.

Yours sincerely,

Jürgen Fitschen

Anshu Jain

Co-Chairman of the Management Board
Deutsche Bank AG

Co-Chairman of the Management Board
Deutsche Bank AG

Frankfurt am Main, Germany, March 2015
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Deutsche Bank’s Values and Beliefs
Our values and beliefs guide our behavior. They help
us to conduct business with the utmost integrity,
to create long-term value for our shareholders and to
nurture the best talent. We maintain an unwavering
focus on serving our clients eﬀectively. At the same
time, we work to constantly improve our processes
and encourage accountability and entrepreneurial drive.
Our values

Integrity

Sustainable
Performance

Client
Centricity

Innovation

Discipline

Partnership

We live by the highest standards of integrity in everything
we say and do

We drive value for
shareholders by
putting long-term
success over shortterm gain

We earn our clients’
trust by placing
them at the core of
our organization

We foster innovation by valuing
intellectual curiosity in our people

We protect the
firm’s resources
by always thinking
and acting like
owners

We build diverse
teams to generate
better ideas and
reach more balanced decisions

We will do what
is right – not just
what is allowed

We encourage entrepreneurial spirit
which responsibly
balances risks and
returns

We deliver true
value by understanding and serving our
clients’ needs best

We enable our
clients’ success by
constantly seeking
suitable solutions
to their problems

We live by the rules
and hold ourselves
accountable to
deliver on our promises – no excuses

We put the common
goals of the firm before “silo” loyalty by
trusting, respecting
and working with
each other

We communicate
openly; we invite,
provide and respect
challenging views

We pursue lasting
performance by developing, nurturing
and investing in the
best talent, and by
managing based on
merit

We strive to pursue
mutually beneficial
client relationships
in which the value
created is shared
fairly

We continuously improve our processes
and platforms by
embracing new and
better ways of doing
things

We achieve operational excellence
by striving to “get it
right the first time”

We act as responsible partners with all
our stakeholders
and regulators, and
in serving the wider
interests of society

Our beliefs

Deutsche Bank
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Making cultural change visible
Culture is one of the five levers of Strategy 2015+ because a strong corporate culture
based on shared values and beliefs is essential to Deutsche Bank’s long-term
success. Through our broad-based cultural change program, we endeavor to integrate
our values and beliefs deeply in the way we do business. This process benefits
clients, shareholders, and employees, and ensures that we are a responsible partner
that serves the wider interests of society.
Acting responsibly requires a balance between economic, environmental and social
objectives. Our future economic success will also depend in part on how we and
clients address environmental and social challenges such as climate change, food
insecurity, poverty, and barriers to education and employment. The right response
can turn challenges into opportunities and help us “future-proof” Deutsche Bank,
tap into additional earnings potential, manage risks, improve relationships with
stakeholders and enhance Deutsche Bank’s reputation. Our new Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics reflects this approach to corporate responsibility by putting
sustainability at its core. Our responsibility extends well beyond our core business. As
a global universal bank, we are extremely well-positioned to bring to scale new ideas
that address acute global challenges.
This report explains how we are changing the way we operate in our core business
and beyond. It is based on a refreshed materiality analysis page 12 of those non-financial
factors that have a direct or indirect impact on our ability to create, preserve or erode
economic, environmental and social value for ourselves, our clients, employees and
society at large.

Our Controls

Responsible
management and
eﬃcient control
are the foundation
of our success

Strengthening responsible management and implementing more eﬃcient control
structures will materially strengthen the foundation on which we are building our
success. As a result, they were priorities in 2014. Our House of Governance initiative
and Three Lines of Defense program are the cornerstones of our eﬀort to build
a strong culture of risk management, control and compliance and increase the
transparency of internal organization and responsibilities.
Our Risk Culture initiatives emphasize that a strong risk culture depends on employee
awareness and conduct, as well as on robust processes and controls. The Risk
Culture program promotes five essential behaviors that are consistent with our values
and beliefs and based on placing Deutsche Bank and its reputation at the heart of all
our decisions.

Deutsche Bank
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Being rigorous, forward-looking and comprehensive is one of the five essential
behaviors, which requires a thorough understanding of environmental and social risk.
Our Environmental and Social Risk Framework is part of our control framework. It
provides our employees with tools to evaluate potentially critical transactions and
business relationships based on their environmental and social impacts as well as
on financial risk. Thus, we aim to improve the impact that our business has on
climate change and on many other important concerns, from agriculture to human
rights. We cannot always present ready-made solutions, but we look for answers
by engaging in political and public debates and through dialog with customers,
shareholders, regulators and representatives of national and international organizations.

Our core business

We continue to
change the way
in which we
do our business

Our success depends on the satisfaction and loyalty of our clients. This is why
our new culture is centered on client needs. Putting clients first means constantly
analyzing who our clients are, what they require and how well we currently
meet their needs and how we can add value to them in the future. In line with this
commitment, we have continued to change the way in which we do our business
in 2014. We introduced mortgages that protect private and business clients from
the impact of rising interest rates in today’s very low interest rate environment. We
restricted the sale of complex derivative products to some corporate client groups
and discontinued business with certain clients who represented a reputational risk
or whose business did not fit with our values.
We help clients meet challenges arising from world-wide trends, such as globalization,
shifting demographics and consumer behavior, digitalization and the impact of resource
scarcity and climate change. We are augmenting our oﬀering of responsible products
and services, ranging from Green Bonds to environmental, social and governance
(ESG) funds.
The momentum of international action on climate change was lost during the financial
and economic crisis, but 2015 is an important year to accelerate action towards a
low carbon economy. Governments increasingly recognize the urgency of this issue.
Nearly 500 national binding climate change policies are now in place, up from just
90 in 2008. These policies are helping to increase clean energy investment, which rose
to US $310 billion in 2014, a 16% increase from the previous year and more than five
times greater than 2004.
However, governments cannot solve these problems alone; they need the constructive
engagement of the private sector. Our client relationships provide us with an opportunity
to make a positive contribution. We are seizing opportunities to address climate change
and to play our part in reducing its risks.
We are one of the top six European-based private sector project financiers of clean
energy, and our financing and advisory services support other low carbon and clean
tech businesses. We joined twelve other major financial institutions in supporting
the Green Bond Principles, which provide a framework that promotes the transparency
of this product and are the lead manager of several Green Bond issues. We finance
energy-eﬃcient buildings and renewable energy with private and smaller business
clients. Our asset managers help investors direct funds to companies that are
participating in the creation of the low-carbon economy, and in 2014 we developed
a new software solution to integrate social and environmental considerations in
investment decisions.
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The commitment
and engagement
of our employees
is essential to
embed the culture
we aspire to

Our employees are one of our most important assets. Their commitment and
engagement is essential to successfully implement the culture to which we aspire.
With increasing competition worldwide, attracting and retaining the best talent
has never been more important. We aim to be a first-choice global employer in the
financial sector. We are pursuing this goal through our strategic human resources
agenda. Our corporate values and beliefs are at the core of what we do, and provide
us with a framework of good conduct. We have embedded these values and beliefs
in recruitment, interviewing, and on-boarding processes as well as in all stages
throughout our employees’ careers. In 2014, we focused on applying our values to
our daily work. We actively encourage visible and measurable changes in behavior,
policies, processes and practices.

11

Our people and society

We also encourage employees to volunteer their time to support community
organizations and social enterprises. In 2014, around 17,000 colleagues (21% of
global staﬀ) volunteered more than 190,000 hours, demonstrating in a tangible way
how Deutsche Bank and its employees combine a culture of performance with
a culture of responsibility.
With a total investment of €80.5 million in 2014 (2013: €78.2 million), Deutsche Bank
and its foundations continue to be among the world’s most active corporate citizens.
More than 5.8 million people benefitted from our corporate citizenship initiatives
last year.
Our social investment programs, which range from microfinance and impact investing
via community development to building enterprise initiatives and support for the
disadvantaged have made a diﬀerence in the lives of about 1.6 million people around
the world.
Last year marked the global roll-out of our Born to Be youth engagement program,
which focuses on removing barriers to young people’s education and personal
development and prepares them for the professional world. In 2014, Born to Be
reached more than one million young people around the globe, raising their
aspirations, providing them with new skills and improving their access to education
and employment.
The Alfred Herrhausen Society’s Urban Age conferences, now in their tenth year,
tackle the problems of the world’s megacities. They have recognized two exemplary
waste management initiatives in India in 2014. The Landmarks in the Land of Ideas
competition has championed more than 2,700 innovative concepts that promote urban
and rural development in Germany since 2006. We also make cultural experiences
available to a wider audience and provide a platform for talented young artists and
musicians via initiatives such as the Deutsche Bank Collection or strategic partnerships
with renowned cultural institutions such as the Berliner Philharmoniker. Our art and
music programs reached more than three million people in 2014.
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Assessing materiality
In 2014, we reassessed non-financial drivers that may have a material direct or
indirect impact on Deutsche Bank’s ability to create, preserve or reduce economic,
environmental and social value for itself, its stakeholders and society. We used the
guidance of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G4 standard to evaluate non-financial
topics relevant to Deutsche Bank.
We began with extensive desk research, including a review of the research published by
the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), which identifies material issues
for the financial sector and is based on a detailed stakeholder dialog. In addition, we
reviewed peers’ practices and researched perspectives from stakeholder groups
including investors, clients, employees, regulators, academia, the media and NGOs.

Material ESG topics for Deutsche Bank

Management of the legal
& regulatory environment

Risk management
— Integration of ESG (risk) factors
into policies & procedures
— Business continuity &
technology risk

@ǡ&*"(#"#ƽ"" &!!#"-
)"&"&&-"#&&)$(#"&)
— Ǟ""#"ƾ('#"(&'(

Corporate citizenship

Discipline

— Education
— Social investments

@ǖƼ(*#"(&# 
governance systems
— Ǡ$&(#" , "
 #'(ƿ"-

ǟ#" ƽ"" 
drivers

Reward
— Board compensation
— Employee
remuneration

Ethics & conduct
— Risk culture
— Integrity

Employment &
employability

Client relationship
management

— Employee commitment
— Diversity & equal
opportunities
— Recruitment/talent
management
— Employee
engagement

— Customer satisfaction
— Complaint management
— Client privacy &
data security

Technology
& innovation

Financial inclusion
& capacity building

Products
& services

— Intellectual capital
& innovation
— Digitalization

— Financial literacy
— Impact investment
— Access to banking

— Product responsibility & suitability
— Responsible lending & debt
prevention
— Systematic integration of
ESG factors
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material fields
identified through formal
materiality assessment
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This research fed into an internal prioritization workshop which identified 27 topics
that are material to Deutsche Bank and its stakeholders, grouped in eleven areas.
Page 12 To validate the results, a survey was issued to more than 270 employees, of
which 64 employees (response rate 25%) across the business and infrastructure
functions, covering all regions and corporate levels, rated the perceived impact
of each topic on our financial performance, client relations, and reputation. We also
asked whether they believed the topic would increase or decrease in importance
over the next five years.
The scope of our assessment covered the activities of all of Deutsche Bank’s business
units and infrastructure functions on an international scale, taking a broad view of our
impacts. We assessed the impacts with regard to the boundaries within and outside
Deutsche Bank. Depending on the ESG topic, our business and infrastructure units and
their stakeholders are impacted in diﬀerent ways. In the case of asset management
and corporate banking, our impacts occur through the companies in which we invest
and the locations where our corporate clients operate. For retail banking, the main
impacts of our operations are on our clients. Our corporate citizenship activities aﬀect
the communities in which we operate.

Further information
db.com/ir

Our Corporate Responsibility (CR) reporting focuses on the priority areas identified.
It is part of our annual corporate reporting, including Deutsche Bank’s Annual Review
and Financial Report as well as Human Resources Report.
In 2015, we will continue the materiality process by seeking external validation, using
a survey as well as feedback on this report. Not all material topics are yet addressed to
their fullest extent. However, we strive continuously towards improvement. We invite
all stakeholders to delve deeper into their areas of interest, using additional information
provided online or in our other corporate reports.

Reporting transparently
This is our 13th CR Report, providing insights on developments from January to
December 2014. The next report will be published in March 2016.

Further information
responsibility.db.com/14

This report has been compiled in accordance with the core option of the GRI G4
guidelines. A summary GRI index is provided in this report and the full index is part of
our online CR report. This report also serves as our Communication on Progress for
the UN Global Compact.
We operate a sustainability management system, based on ISO 14001, which generates
information for this report. This was audited in 2014 to meet the requirements of the
2012 to 2015 cycle for recertification. The system for data generation and aggregation
of our greenhouse gas emissions figures is subject to additional external assurance.
Page 87

Further information
db.com/responsibility

As well as reporting on our corporate responsibility performance annually, we
strive for transparency throughout the year by providing information to several
sustainability ratings organizations. Page 85 Our corporate responsibility website and
regional publications also provide additional information as well as regular updates.

